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Lecture Notes 05 – Production and Industry Equilibrium
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Production side
Topics for a brief intro:
Returns to scale: crucial in applied micro, growth, development, trade
Producer surplus and profits as measure of welfare in partial eq.
Industry equilibrium with free entry: yields zero profits in long term,
and other implications for aggregate production function, etc.
Beyond firms: I want to talk about equilibrium on factor markets and
return to factors
Putting firms and factors together: “Production Possibility Frontier”
Imperfect competition: monopoly pricing and monopolistic competition
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Plan
A- Tools
1) Returns to scale
2) Producer surplus and duality in supply side
3) Industry equilibrium with free entry
4) Equilibrium on factor markets
5) Monopolistic competition

B- Illustration
Costinot and Donaldson (2016):
Illustrate how to recover PPF and equilibrium prices in Agriculture from
output and sales data across US counties, and how to infer gains from
economic integration and productivity improvements (1880-1997)
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Returns to scale
Consider production function Y = f (L1 , L2 , ...) with inputs Lf
Constant returns to scale (CRS):
f (λL1 , λL2 , ...) = λF (L1 , L2 , ...) for any λ > 0
CRS, increasing or decreasing returns to scale?
 f (L) = aL − b?
1

 f (L, K ) = [aL Lρ + aK K ρ ] ρ ?
 f (L, K ) = aLα K β ?
 log f (L, K ) = aL log L + aK log K + aKL (log K − log L)2 ?
(see also translog production functions)

IRS often modeled with a fixed cost (see IRS example above)
In these examples: elasticity of substitution between K and L?
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Returns to scale
CRS often assumed in macro or trade (see later slides with free entry)
Note: Any DRS industry can be re-interpreted as CRS:
Just add a specific factor (hypothetical or not).
Suppose that an industry has production function F (X ) decreasing returns in
vector of inputs X . Define z as the new (specific) input and define a new
production function such that:
Fe(X , z) = z/z0 .F (Xz0 /z)

and assume that the supply of this input is fixed at z0 .
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Duality on supply side
Inputs and outputs chosen to maximize profits
Dual: For a given output level, inputs also minimize total cost
Solve for cost function C (Y , w ) for the examples provided earlier

Like for consumption side, envelop theorem can be applied to link supply (output), demand for inputs with the changes in profits and costs
⇒ Can be useful for welfare analysis on supply side
and analysis of equilibrium among factors of production
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Shephard’s Lemma (again)
Linking input requirements and cost function: Shephard’s lemma
(notation: wf unit price of factor of production Lf )
Lf (Y , w ) =

∂C (Y , w )
∂wf

With CRS production function:
Denote c(w ) the unit cost function (homogeneous of degree 1)
(
)
X
c(w ) = min
wf Lf |f (L) ≥ 1
f

Shephard’s lemma provides per unit input requirements:
∂c(w )
∂wf
P
homogeneous of degree 0, with c(w ) = f wf af (w )
af (w ) =
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Linking profits and output
In competitive equilibrium, taking output prices and factor prices as given:
You already know well that the price is equal to marginal cost
MCi (Yi , w ) ≡
We also get Hotelling’s Lemma:

∂Ci (Yi , w )
= pi
∂Yi
∂π
∂pi

= Yi (p)

Proof: apply
P envelop
Ptheorem knowing that firms maximize profits
π = max i [pi Yi − f wf Lif ]

⇒ Since supply increases in prices, profits are convex

⇒ “Producer surplus” is the area to the left of the supply curve (holding
constant factor prices). Note: it omits fixed costs (hence 6= profits).
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Plan
A- Tools
1) Returns to scale
2) Producer surplus and duality in supply side
3) Industry equilibrium with free entry
4) Equilibrium on factor markets
5) Monopolistic competition

B- Illustration
Costinot and Donaldson (2016): recovering PPF in Agriculture
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Competitive equilibrium with free entry
What if new producers can freely enter/exit an industry?
For well-defined equilibrium, suppose that costs are convex
and suppose that there are fixed costs: C (0, w ) > 0.
When profits are positive: new producers enter
When profits are negative: new producers exit
⇒ Profits must be zero at equilibrium
We get then:
Marginal cost equals price p: MC (Y , w ) ≡

∂C (Y ,w )
∂Y

With free entry, we also get: ACi (Yi , w ) ≡
(hence AC= MC = p)

C (Yi ,w )
Yi

=p

= pi

Noteworthy: AC meets MC at its minimium
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Competitive equilibrium with free entry
P = MC = AC

P=

P=
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Aggregation of many firms with free entry
What is the aggregate production function when firms can freely enter?
Previous equalities yield a (cheap) way to obtain optimal firm scale,
characterized by AC = MC
“Replication argument”:
If industry size is much larger than this optimal firm scale, more firms
enter. The total cost on aggregate (for the industry) is then the sum
of costs across these firms and is proportional to total industry output
⇒ Justifies assumption of CRS technologies in Macro
To see this, consider the aggregate cost function (ignore that N is a discrete
number, assuming N is sufficiently large): Ce(Y , w ) = minN {N . C (Y /N, w )}
We can rewrite it as cost function that is linear in Y (hence CRS):
Ce(Y , w ) = Y /y ∗ (w ).C (y ∗ (w ), w )

where y ∗ is the that MC (y ∗ ) = AC (y ∗ ), and N = Y /y ∗ (w )
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Factor markets
Equilibrium on input markets:
Factor market clearing (sum across industries i), with endowment L̄f
for each factor of production f (e.g. K vs. L):
X
Lif = L̄f
i

Equilibrium (with mobility across sectors) implies:
pi

∂Yi
= wf
∂Li

⇒ “Marginal product” of each factor of production is equalized across
industries (equal to factor price wf ).
The same result would be obtained by optimizing the use of factors of
production to max joint profits (shadow cost ≡ wf ): first best
Notation in macro: MPL for labor, MPK for capital
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Production possibility frontier
Examples of PPF: see blackboard
2 CRS industries, one input
2 decreasing returns to scale industries, one input
2 IRS industries, 1 input
2 CRS industries, 2 specific inputs, 1 shared input
2 CRS industries, 2 inputs
Interpretation of slope of PPF? Competitive equilibrium?
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Production possibility frontier
In all case, the competitive equilibrium is defined by tangency with PPF
2 CRS industries, one input: linear
Slope = ratio of prices in Autarky
If prices differ: solution is in one of the two corners
2 decreasing returns to scale industries, one input: concave
2 IRS industries, 1 input: convex (hence two corner equilibria)
2 CRS industries, 2 specific inputs, 1 shared input: concave
Slope = - ratio of marginal product of the shared (mobile) input
2 CRS industries, 2 inputs: concave
Slope = - ratio of MP for each mobile input
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Example: two factors and two goods
Practical tips: Equilibrium in multiple factor markets & goods market with CRS
If all production functions are CRS, use ratios and homogeneity properties:
K /L, Y2 /Y1 , r /w , etc. E.g. ratio c2 (r , w )/c1 (r , w ) only depends on r /w
How does c2 (r , w )/c1 (r , w ) depend on r /w ?
∂(c2 /c1 )
>0
∂(r /w )

⇐⇒

a2K (r , w ) > a1K (r , w )

Increases in r /w if industry 2 is more intensive in K.
How does the relative demand for K /L depend on production y2 /y1 ?
K
y1 a1K (r , w ) + y2 a2K (r , w )
=
L
y1 a1L (r , w ) + y2 a2L (r , w )
Increases in y2 /y1 if industry 2 is more intensive in K.
Will be useful for Problem Set 4!
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Factor market
Additionial comments:
Partial equilibrium analysis: usual trick is to assume outside sector with
p=1 and constant marginal product for that factor ⇒ fixed wages
Often combined with quasi-linear preferences to also neutralize wealth
effects in consumption

Adjustments affecting factor markets:
Occupational choice as in Lucas (1978): workers vs. entrepreneurs
Endogenizing technology, labor demand can end up being upward slop1
ping, e.g. Acemoglu (2002) with F (H, L) = [AL Lρ + AH H ρ ] ρ and factor
biased technology:
 β
H
AH
=
AL
L
Examples: Innovations in Ag often in response to shortage of a factor
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Pricing and free entry under imperfect competition
A quick intro to pricing decisions:
Monopoly pricing
Monopolistic competition with CES
Free entry under monopolistic competition
= Minimum that you need to know for Problem Set 5:
Product varieties matter for consumer welfare in GE
Useful for future courses in Macro, Development and Trade
More will be done next semester with Jeff Perloff:
Less trivial / more realistic models of imperfect competition and pricing
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Monopoly - quick review
Firms maximize profits: first order condition leads to marginal costs
(MC) being equal to marginal revenues (MR).
When firms are price takers (perfect competition), marginal revenues
from additional unit are equal to the price. Equilibrium:
MC (q) = MR(q) = p
However, when demand is downward slopping, producing additional
units leads to lower prices.
MC (q) = MR(q) = p + q .

dp
< p
dq

Maximizing profits leads to markups equal to the inverse of price elaslog q
ticity of demand η(q) ≡ ∂∂ log
p:
p − MC
1
=
p
η(q)
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Monopolistic competition with CES
Assumptions:
CES demand across product varieties (one variety = one firm)
 p −σ E
i
xi =
P
P
Other firms affect demand curve only through price index P
Firms take price index as given
⇒ each firm has a tiny market share si ≈ 0

In this case, the price elasticity is:
∂ log xi
= −σ
∂ log pi
Hence:

p i = ci .

σ−1
ci
=
σ
ρ

Yields a very tractable framework with constant markups, prices not
affected by other firms’ decisions (horrible in the eyes of IO economists)
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Free entry and firm scale
We have seen how to have free entry in the perfect competition framework. With perfect competition, we need:
- increasing marginal costs
- fixed costs
With imperfect competition, increasing marginal costs are not required:
we can get the required convexity from the demand.
Suppose that firms have the same constant marginal costs c but each
firm has to pay a fixed cost f to enter the industry:
C (q) = f + cq
Free entry implies zero profits in equilibrium
⇒ Optimal number of firms N? Firm scale in equilibrium?
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Free entry with CES
With CES, the price is given by p =

σ
σ−1

Average cost is given by: AC = c +

f
q

c

Free entry imposes AC = p, which yields:
σ
f
c=c+
⇒ cq = (σ − 1)f
σ−1
q
⇒ Firm scale is fixed, independent of market size
⇒ Number of firms is proportional to market size
See PS5 for similar statements in GE with trade and several countries
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Plan
A- Tools
B- Illustration
Costinot and Donaldson (2016): recovering PPF in Agriculture
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Costinot and Donaldson (2016)
Lecture on WARP: Gains from trade depend on price changes relative
to Autarky and rely on concavity of PPF.
Here: estimate shape of PPF in US Agriculture to compute gains from
market integration across US counties 2,600 from 1880 to 1997
Challenge: recovering missing info using theory and assuming competitive equilibrium in goods and factor markets
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Data
Historical Data:
Quantities Q̂itk produced by crop k and county i at time t
Land use L̂kif by county i and crop k
Sales Ŝit by location, but not by crop
but no price data (some incomplete data at state level but not by county)

GAEZ data:
Productivity estimate Âfk
i,2011 of land by crop at each field in 2011
Each county i is the collection of many fields f ∈ Fi
Still need to recover true productivity, assuming
k kf
Afk
it = αit Âi,2011

Q: How to infer price pitk and productivity shifter αitk assuming equilibrium?
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Each US county = location i
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Characterization of equilibrium
Characterization of equilibrium on goods and factor markets
Setting
Available land for each field f normalized to 1:
P
fk
Production function: Qitk = f Afk
it Lit
!P fk fk  P f fk
Profits: Πkit = pitk
f Ait Lit −
f rit Lit

P

k

Lfk
it = 1

Prices pitk are taken as given and exogenous

Competitive equilibrium implies:
Non-positive profits:

f
pitk Afk
it ≤ rit

Zero profits when Lfk
it > 0:

f
pitk Afk
it = rit
P fk
Full employment of resources:
k Lit = 1
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Characterization of equilibrium
Usual questions facing theorists are
- How to solve for equilibrium (+ prove uniqueness/existence)
- Find tractable cases
- Comparative statics in the model parameters

But applied theorists/empirists would rather ask:
- Assume equilibrium, etc.
- What underlying parameters are consistent with observed equilibrium
outcomes?

You need to be able to “reverse-engineer” the model.
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Recovering prices and productivity shifters
Find αitk and pitk such that:
Equilibrium:
f
(1) pitk αitk Âkf
i,2011 ≤ rit
f
fk
(2) pitk αitk Âkf
i,2011 = rit when Lit > 0
P fk
(3)
k Lit = 1

Observed moments:
(4)
(5)
(6)

P

f

fk
k
αitk Âkf
i,2011 Lit = Q̂it

f

k
Lfk
if = L̂if

P

k

pitk Q̂itk = Ŝit

P
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Recovering prices and productivity shifters
Three-step procedure:
1. 1st step: construct unadjusted PPF using Âkf
i,2011
Suppose that we have two crops k and k ′ . Crop k is produced in fields
′

′

with highest

Akit f
Akf
it

which are given by

f
Âki,2011

Âkf
i,2011

(the α’s cancel out).

⇒ Determines the shape of the PPF

2. 2nd step: adjust productivity shifters αitk to fit production and land use
From land use across crops Lkit , we can deduce crop choice by field f
Conditional on land use, decreasing αitk for a crop k and county i leads
to shrinking the PPF along the dimension of crop k (equation 4)
⇒ The α’s adjust the scale on each dimension (each Qitk )

Note: productivity shifters are not identified for crops that are not produced.
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Recovering prices and productivity shifters
By the second welfare theorem, for each efficient allocation there is exists a
price vector such that it corresponds to a competitive equilibrium.
Here, this implies that we can solve for prices in a separate step:
3. 3rd step: find prices
Average price across crops given by total sales Ŝit (equation 6)
Assuming that there exists is a field f that produces two crops k and k ′ ,
we get relative prices across crops using equation (2):
pitk αitk Âkf
i,2011

=

′
′
k′f
pitk αitk Âi,2011

=

ritf

=⇒

pitk
′
pitk

′

=

′

f
αkit Âki,2011

αkit Âkf
i,2011

There are potentially some uniqueness issues when we end up on a vertex
(0.01% of the cases in practice), where we can only get a range of prices
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Example with three fields f , and positive output for two crops k

Adjust
αw

Relative
price pC/pW

New PPF

Adjust αC
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Estimated Prices
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Model fit
Correlation between inferred and actual prices at the state level
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Counterfactual analysis
Two counterfactual exercises using the inferred prices and PPFs:
Gains from market integration:
pk

Let us interpret the ratio p̄itk relative to New York prices as trade costs.
t
What would be output and sales if those trade costs are reduced to
those of a later period t ′ ? Solve for new competitive equilibrium and
quantities (Qitk )T at new prices and compute:
P P
k T k T
T
i
k (Qit ) (pit )
∆W =
−1
P P k k
p
Q̂
i
k it it
Gains from productivity improvements:
What if productivity shifters αitk were equal to those of a later period
t ′ ? Similarly, solve for counterfactual (Qitk )A and compute:
P P
k A k A
A
i
k (Qit ) (pit )
−1
∆W =
P P k k
Q̂
p
i
k it it
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Counterfactual analysis
Gains from market integration and productivity improvements
Each equivalent to 1-2% annual sales growth
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Remarks:
Great use of theory and data! (FYI, it’s R&R at Econometrica)
Similar approach used in Costinot, Donaldson and Smith (JPE 2016)

In the paper, the authors also account for:
outside good (to account for unused land),
alternative interpretation of price gaps (e.g. taxes and quotas),
additional factor of production (labor), etc.

but they do not:
describe much the fitted productivity shifters relative to existing data on
relative productivity across crops (crop-specific technological change)
check that prices were correlated with proximity to major markets (they
did it in an older version of the paper)
check that changes in prices correspond to changes in trade costs
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Next chapters:
Welfare analysis in general equilibrium, putting consumption side and production side together in GE:
Ch6 Trade: Comparative advantage, Gains from trade
Ch7 Public policy, taxation in GE
Theory of second best: inefficiency in one market can be welfare improving when another market is also inefficient
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